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Buy domains


 Find your domain


 Buying domains made easy


 Get assistance




	
Sell domains

	
Products
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Efty Investor



Accelerate growth and reach new levels of efficiency with access to powerful tools to manage, market, and monetize your domain name portfolio.
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Efty Pay
Coming soon



We cut out the unnecessary steps to make buying or selling domains easy, fast, and stress-free.
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Efty Market



The simple way to sell or buy domain names starts with the marketplace that fuels your business.
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For-Sale landing pages



Boost sales with stunning landing pages that attract & convert buyers.
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Connect your favorite tools



Connect with other marketplaces and tools to streamline your business.
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Brokerage



Access expert brokers to negotiate the best deals and increase sales.
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Custom Marketplace



Create a branded marketplace to showcase and sell your domain names.
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Portfolio Management



Manage and optimize your domain portfolio for informed decision-making.
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Data-driven Insights



Leverage insights to make informed decisions and drive higher returns.











Sign up and start selling
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Secure transactions



Transfer domains with confidence, ensuring a fast and safe experience.
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Transaction Automation



Simplify transfers with automated workflows for a seamless experience.
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Expert Guidance



Expert assistance for buyer & seller throughout the transfer process.
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Domain transfers. Made easy



Experience a smooth domain transfer without unnecessary complexities.
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Rapid payouts



Swift and timely payouts when you have transferred the domain to us.
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Bring your sale



Import your leads, and we process the transaction for a 5% commission.
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Competitive Commission Fees



Make more money with domain name investing, maximizing your profits.
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Extend your reach



Reach a broad audience of potential buyers for your domain names.
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Easy Listing Process



List your domain names effortlessly. We simplify the selling process.
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Advance Search



Find your perfect brand name easily with advanced filtering options.
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We're here to help



Receive excellent support throughout your selling or buying journey.
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Pixel-perfect presentation



Showcase your domains with professional and captivating presentations.
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 About our company


 Partnership Program


 Jobs




	
Get support






Start selling
Start selling
































The domain name


tc-tec.com



is for sale



tc-tec.com is offered to you by


 Melfox LLC 




M
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Buy or Lease with peace of mind







	Buy or lease using Dan.com
	Start from  per month
	Use immediately
	Yours after the final installment







Lease to own now
or

Buy now for $ 2,988

Or make an offer
















Make an offer

Make an offer for tc-tec.com below, to get in touch with Melfox LLC, the owner of this domain name.




Your offer in USD


USD









Submit



Or buy now












Almost done, check your e-mail!
Thank you for your interest in tc-tec.com. Please check your e-mail to verify your inquiry and confirm your offer. Only then, the owner of the domain name will be notified. 
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What happens next?

The domain name transfer process

Found the domain name you love? Great! Your transaction is safely processed by the payment partner selected by the seller of the domain name.


Buy it now
Pay for your domain name via a secure checkout process. The selected transaction service provider keeps your funds safe while instructing the seller to transfer the domain name to you.

Transfer
Once they have secured your payment, their team will send you tailored transfer instructions and guide you through securing your domain name.

Done
Your transaction is now complete, and the selected transaction service provider will pay the seller.














Buy now



$ 2,988















Complete your offer

Your offer for tc-tec.com












Name










Email













Phone










Offer


USD




Minimum offer: USD 












Message











With this form, we collect your name and contact information so that we can process your inquiry. Please refer to our privacy policy to learn about how we protect and manage this data.






I consent to having this information stored in order to process my inquiry.






Submit your offer










Thank you for your interest in tc-tec.com. Please check your e-mail to verify your inquiry, so the owner of this domain name can get into touch with you.





























You are about to own
tc-tec.com

When buying or leasing tc-tec.com, our partner Dan.com protects your transaction through a careful domain ownership transfer process. Buy or lease with confidence now.









Pick the price that matches your budget:


USD 

per month





in





2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12


months










Conditions:

	Monthly payment price USD 
	Long term service fee %
	Total purchase price USD 


After the first payment:

	Use the domain immediately
	Full ownership after 12 months
	Stop at any time





I accept the Dan.com terms of use









Start first payment


















About Efty

About us

Contact

Legal

Support

Jobs

Sitemap

Blog





Efty Pay
Coming soon


Product features

Buying domains explained

Knowledge base


Partnership program



Efty Investor

Sign in

Product features

Pricing

Knowledge base
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